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Introduction

ACMI’s Innovate Reconciliation Action Plan (February 
2021 – February 2023) provides an important tool 
for engaging our staff, board and stakeholders in 
achieving our goals towards reconciliation. 
We see our role in contributing to reconciliation as fourfold:

1. Building recognition and respect for First Peoples through the 
presentation of ongoing programs that celebrate their artworks, 
histories, cultures and stories across the past, present and future of 
the moving image.

2. Listen to and learn from the knowledge and experience of First 
Peoples past and present, especially in matters affecting Country.

3. Building strong and lasting relationships with First Peoples, based 
on principles of equal partnership, social justice and respect for 
history in order to make a positive impact where it is needed most.

4. Supporting the development of a Victorian Treaty and the Uluru 
Statement from the Heart by encouraging constitutional change and 
structural reform to empower First Peoples with recognition and voice.

We launched our first RAP during a year of significant transformation. 
Following a two-year redevelopment, ACMI reopened in February 2021, 
with a commitment to reimagining how First Peoples are represented 
in our museum, and to championing First Peoples artists, practitioners 
and stories. We’ve begun to amplify First Peoples voices and content 
and created space for self-representation in our exhibitions, public and 
education programs. 

We’ve encouraged our non-Indigenous staff to listen to and learn from 
the knowledge and experience of First Peoples. Through our First Nations 
Committee (formerly known as the Indigenous Advisory Group) and First 
Nations board and staff members, we are embedding First Peoples’ 
expertise into our work. We’ve consulted with local Elders, Traditional 
Owners and First Peoples organisations who’ve provided cultural and 
industry expertise informing areas of our business such as programming, 
collection management and people and culture. 

Since our reopening we’ve worked on making ACMI a welcoming place 
for First Peoples audiences. For our reopening in February we hosted 
a special event for local Elders, Traditional Owners and community to 
experience our new museum. An annual investment with the Koori Mail
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is helping us grow our First Nations audiences. We also developed a new 
First Nations Film Club – a monthly meet-up for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people to watch and discuss First Nations films. 

Our RAP has been enthusiastically supported across ACMI, however we 
have faced some challenges. 

As the complexities of some of our RAP commitments have become 
clearer, we’ve realised we may have been ambitious in our timelines, with 
several items requiring more time than initially anticipated. On some 
occasions this has been intensified due to hesitation from non-Indigenous 
staff who are nervous about saying or doing ‘the wrong thing’. We are 
learning to accept the discomfort associated with new ways of working 
and acknowledging that some discomfort can be part of the process. 

We’ve also learned that each of our staff is at a different point of 
understanding what reconciliation means and the reasons it’s important – 
we can’t assume we’re all ‘on the same page’. 

With a First Nations curatorial and programming team now in place, 
we have begun to recognise pressures First Nations curating and 
programming puts on these staff – through trauma that comes with First 
Nations storytelling and the burden they may feel making decisions or 
providing advice on behalf of their communities. To ease this pressure we 
are developing a First Nations programming framework and will recruit a 
designated First Nations executive role in 2021-22.

We know that ACMI’s work towards reconciliation is a continuous journey. 
The following report outlines key initiatives undertaken as we established 
and began to deliver our RAP. We are committed to continuing to prioritise 
and champion this work and using our programming platforms to promote 
education and understanding.
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2017: 
• Appointed First Nations ACMI Board member Rachael Maza AM  

2018: 
• Designated fixed-term First Nations curatorial roles appointed 
• Indigenous Advisory Group established (renamed First Nations Committee with scope expanded 

across ACMI business late 2021)  
• Launched Cleverman: The Exhibition in collaboration with First Nations creatives  

2019: 
• Appointed First Nations Board member Darren Dale 
• Cultural awareness staff training strategy developed in consultation with Koorie Heritage Trust  
• RAP development and consultation with Indigenous law firm Terri Janke and Company commences 

 
2020: 
• Designated ongoing First Nations curatorial and programming roles appointed 
• Cultural awareness staff training strategy implemented. All staff required to complete cultural 

awareness and cultural safety training ongoing 
• Introduction of Acknowledgement of Country at the commencement of all important meetings,  

and Acknowledgement of Country published on signage, website and staff email signatures 
• ACMI First Nations Business Directory developed and available to all departments 
• Ongoing commitment to ensuring First Peoples consultants and advisors are remunerated  

for their time and expertise 
• RAP Working Group and Terms of Reference established  

Jan–Mar 2021:
• Acknowledgement of Country signage installed at both ACMI entrances and played  

before all cinema screenings 
• Innovate RAP endorsed by Reconciliation Australia  

Apr–Jun 2021 
• Achieved 2020-21 target of 2%+ of ACMI’s workforce identifying as Aboriginal and/or  

Torres Strait Islander Australians
• Ongoing commitment to First Peoples representation on all commissioning selection panels
• Developed and implemented a strategy to communicate the ACMI RAP and reconciliation  

stories to ACMI visitors and stakeholders 
• Submission of ACMI statement endorsing the Uluru Statement from the Heart 
• ABSTARR engaged to complete a cultural safety audit of ACMI by December 2021 
• Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property protocols policy in development for completion in 2022 
• Introduction of a new Social Procurement Strategy encouraging increased procurement from 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses

Our reconciliation journey: 
operational initiatives 



A visitor listens to audio clips in the Moving Australia section of The Story of the Moving Image exhibition. 
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Our reconciliation journey:  
presentation & 
programming initiatives 

NAIDOC Week 2020 
ACMI celebrated NAIDOC Week 2020 through a range of online programming, 
articles and education resources. We teamed up with local Boon Wurrung 
and Wemba Wemba artist, Jarra Karalinar Steel, to create a digital art piece to 
celebrate the week and the theme “Always was, Always will be”. 

We hosted an In Conversation with iconic writer/directors Tony Briggs and 
Tracey Rigney where they discussed 2020’s NAIDOC theme and reflected 
on their newly released short film Elders. Families and schools were invited 
to learn to dance and sing in Woiwurrung language by female Wurundjeri 
dancers, Djirri Djirri Dance Group. To celebrate the launch of NITV’s all-
Indigenous breakfast show, Big Mob Brekky we interviewed the show’s hosts 
Shahni Wellington and Ryan Liddle. We promoted our array of educational 
programs and resources for Foundation to Year 10, designed to build 
knowledge and understanding about First Peoples’ culture and perspectives.

Cleverman: The Exhibition regional tour 
Conceived and developed in consultation with a multidisciplinary Indigenous 
Advisory Group, First Nations curator Kathrine Clarke, series concept creator 
Ryan Griffen and production designer Jacob Nash, ACMI’s 2018 Cleverman 
exhibition toured to four regional Australian venues in 2020-21. A condition 
for inclusion in this tour was ACMI’s stipulation that consultation with local 
Traditional Owners and First Peoples organisations was a core requirement 
for accepting and hosting the exhibition.



The Story of the Moving Image 
Open from February 2021, our free centrepiece exhibition The Story of 
the Moving Image was developed by a team including two First Nations 
curators and our Indigenous Advisory Group advised on curatorial 
decisions. For the exhibition, we invested $880,000 direct funding to 
artists across 15 commissions, of which 70% are by Indigenous artists.

The Story of the Moving Image begins with stunning commission, 
Yanmeeyarr (2020), by Gunditjmara artist Vicki Couzens. Couzens also 
created a motif, which appears on labels for objects and artworks created 
by First Nations creatives and artists, celebrating Indigenous  
self-representation throughout the exhibition. 

A section of the exhibition, with a special focus on First Nations creativity 
and self-representation, is literally wrapped in a stunning commissioned 
work by Torres Strait Islander artist John Harvey. Other highlights include 
a Bush Mechanics car replica and a series of short films where First 
Peoples tell their own stories in their own way, using the moving image to 
resist and assert agency.

A display from the Aboriginal History Archive, developed with Indigenous 
activist, writer and actor Gary Foley, exemplifies how the moving image 
has contributed to truth telling, advocating to justice and resisting 
oppression, while also galvanising other First Peoples into action.

An online education resource for schools examines First Peoples’ 
perspectives through the above works. 

Birrarangga Film Festival 
ACMI was a proud host and partner of the 2021 Birrarangga Film Festival. 
The Festival returned to ACMI for its second year in March 2021, with a 
mix of films and talks celebrating Indigenous Film Makers from across 
the globe. This is ACMI’s first ongoing annual partnership with a First-
Nations led Festival. 



Canopy, Australia, 2020, John Harvey, Saibai Island, installation view. Commissioned by ACMI 
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1  First Peoples Board member 

7  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff 

157  staff completed cultural awareness training 

12  RAP Working Group members 

6  First Nations Committee (formerly    
 Indigenous Advisory Group) members 

$146,519 goods and/or services procured from    
 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander    
 businesses 

13  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander    
 businesses supported via contracts 

$18,000  in-kind services provided to Aboriginal   
 and Torres Strait Islander individuals,    
 organisations, or communities 

Facts & figures 2020–21 
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